
What went Behind…

With glory The Aura celebrated its sixth anniversary and has made its magnificent 

march into the seventh year.

Conviction and commitment are the two words that can describe the man who takes 

the message of the Mumbai Dabbawalas around the world. Everyone in the 

audience was amazed at the faithful and honest approach of this unlettered group, 

the dedicated punctuality with which they collect, deliver and hand over thousands 

of  tiffin boxes back to their clients and the devotion with which they carry out this 

chore everyday. Throughout the lecture we could perceive Pawan Agarwal’s 

enthusiasm and appreciate the anecdotes that he shared with us.  This group, 

definitely stands out as an example of infinite discipline for the people of India.

The ‘Hiphop Tamizhans’ were entertaining with simple, yet innovative lyrics.  They 

lent a new dimension to the art of poetry and music with their ‘to the point’ and in 

time delivery.  Their ‘Clubulla Mubulla’ did raise a few eyebrows.    

     

Birthdays in November 2011
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Judith Belinda Laura                             Nov 1st V.Bharathi Lakshmi                              Nov 18th

R.Nirmala                                              Nov 2nd Ameena Kalam                                      Nov 23rd

Abirami Karpagam R                            Nov 2nd Meera Ramesh                                       Nov 24th

R.Rajeshwari                                         Nov 6th Durga Manikandan                                Nov 25th

Pravina Kamalesh Patel                        Nov 10th Rajalakshmi Rajesh                               Nov 26th

S.Poorvadevi                                         Nov 13th S.Uma Parvathavarthani                        Nov 29th

Kalyani R                                              Nov 14th

Mythily Ramanan           Rajalakshmi Rajesh           Rajeshwari Ramakrishnan           Savitri Saravanan  
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What Lies Ahead                                                                                  

The month of November ushers in the first meeting for the new entrants into our 

fold.  

We have arranged a special morning of fun and frolic for every one of you- a 

precursor to the serious informative meetings that we have lined up for the future. 

The meeting , with ice breaking sessions and games, will be a time to meet and greet 

your friends, to get to know new ones and add them to your group and to discover 

the child in you.  Seize the day.  “…..Be glad of life because it gives you the chance 

to love and to work and to play and to look up at the stars.”  

Snatch the magic moments that we are setting before you- moments when you can 

forget about the past and future concerns and melt into the pure joy and magic of the 

present.  

Attention

 Please be at the venue at 10:45 AM as the preparatory grouping shall be done 

before the actual start which is scheduled at 11 AM. 

Being happy doesn't mean that everything is perfect…
It means that you've decided to look beyond the imperfections.”

Date   :  Wed,9th November 2011

Time   : 10:45 AM

Venue: Nanjai Hall, Hotel Sangam

Topic     : Fest Eva 2011

Guest   : Deepak Dinkar, TV Actor

               (Now in Thendral..)  

                                                  


